WESTERN NEVADA MUSICAL THEATRE COMPANY: BEAUTY AND THE BEAST
COSTUME PLOT: RENTAL FEES ARE PER WEEK. 2ND WEEK IS HALF PRICE (Does not include shipping)
Minimum order: $1,500  Contact: Stephanie Arrigotti  775-445-4250  arrigots@wnc.edu

Belle dresses:
Blue village jumper, apron and blouse with detachable sleeve for beast to rip off  $100
Pink library dress  $100
Extraordinary yellow ballgown, constructed from a 100-piece pattern  $200

Beast costumes:
Blue Edwardian jacket, jabot  $75
Purple velvet prince tunic, jacket  $75
Cape for battle scene  $75

Gaston:  Shirt, vest, knickers  $75

Mrs. Potts:  Pink and burgundy teapot with pink floral apron, rigid sleeves, gold trim, vacuform ornamental detailing, pink dustcap.  $250
Coordinating outfit for finale  $100
Matching saucers, attachable with clear strapping.  Fleur-de-lis pattern on reverse.  Leotards and vests not provided.  $80 each (4 available)
Chip costume  $80  Leotard and vest not provided.

Cogsworth:  Brown silk with gold trim, epaulettes, vacuform ornamental detailing.  Front plexiglass case opens and closes.  Tassels on side make pendulum wag when Belle walks in.  Matching knickers.  $300
Coordinating outfit for finale  $100

Wardrobe:  Constructed wooden frame with green satin sleeves and closures.  Marie-Antoinette wig.  Ornamental vacuum-form detailing.  Doors open and close.  Drawer opens and closes, allowing her to pull a dress through it.  $300
Please be aware that this needs to ship by freight and the shipping fee is more than $100.
Coordinating outfit for finale  $100
Babette: Black and gold bodice, gold apron, purple skirt, detachable feather skirt, feather wristlets, headpiece $150

Lumiere: High-waisted pants with metallic accent. Ornamented jacket. Sash with vacuform plastic ornament. Collar with vacuform plastic ornament. Cuffs and Headpiece engineered for one-touch light control. $350

Coordinating jacket for finale, to be worn with your own tuxedo pants and shirt. $50

Dishes: Glitter-dot dresses in purple, blue, pink, and aqua with fringe, matching dishes, coordinating half-skull feather headpieces. Set of eight (two of each color). $700

LeFou: Plaid knickers, long tan vest with button details, forest green Edwardian jacket with contrast cuffs. $75

Serving tables: wood-frame tables with lace overlays (not shown). Coordinating pin-stripe high-collared blouse with sequin trim, white dust caps, matching floor-length skirts used underneath and for finale. Tables moved in formations for Be Our Guest. Set of 11. $550

Salt and pepper shakers: Blue lame jump suits. Pill box hats. $50 each

Rugs (2) Elegant fleur-de-lis brocade with tassels. $40 each

Tiered cakes with matching pillbox hats. Glow-in-the-dark trim. Tights and turtle-necks not included. $75 each. 4 available.

Price of all items listed: $4,230. Package price: $3,800/week. Second week half price
RENTAL INFORMATION

Your costumes will be delivered to you one week prior to the opening of your show.

Please verify the inventory and note how the items were packed. Each box will have a packing slip. Please return the items packed the same way they were sent.

Items may be returned UPS ground, insured for their replacement value. You are not responsible for cleaning the costumes. That is part of the rental fee. Consequently, all costumes should be shipped the day after your show closes. Costumes should not be packed damp. Please wait for perspiration to dry. We will provide return address labels.

You may hem or take in clothes with basting stitches. Please remove these prior to returning the costumes. Never cut the fabric. This will result in damage costs.

Damaged costumes and unreturned costumes will be assessed replacement costs.

Since costumes involving furniture are not cleanable, dress shields or undershirts should be worn to protect them.

A 50% damage fee is added to the original contract. This fee will be returned when all costumes are returned safely.

REPLACEMENT FEES

Belle dresses:
Blue village jumper, apron and blouse with detachable sleeve for beast to rip off  $200
Pink library dress $300
Extraordinary yellow ballgown, constructed from a 100-piece pattern  $1,000

Beast costumes:
Wig, hairy chest, black satin open-chest jacket with gold trim, knickers, spats  $300
Blue Edwardian jacket, jabot $250
Purple velvet prince tunic, knickers $250
Cape for battle scene $250

Mrs. Potts:
Pink and burgundy teapot with pink floral apron, rigid sleeves, gold trim, vacuform ornamental detailing, pink dustcap. $800
Coordinating outfit for finale $250
Matching saucers, attach with clear strapping. Fleur-de-lis pattern on reverse. Leotards and vests not provided. $100 each (4 available)

Cogsworth:
Brown silk with gold trim, epaulettes, vacuform ornamental detailing. Front plexiglass case opens and closes. Tassels on side make pendulum wag when Belle walks in. Matching knickers. $800
Coordinating outfit for finale $200

Wardrobe:
Constructed wooden frame with green satin sleeves and closures. Marie-Antoinette wig. Ornamental vacuumform detailing. Doors open and close. Drawer opens and closes, allowing her to pull a dress through it. $800
Coordinating outfit for finale $200.

Babette:
Black and gold bodice, gold apron, purple skirt, detachable feather skirt, feather wristlets, headpiece $300
Lumiere:
High-waisted pants with metallic accent. Ornamented jacket. Sash with vacuform plastic ornament. Collar with vacuform plastic ornament. Cuffs and Headpiece engineered for one-touch light control. $700
Coordinating jacket for finale, to be worn with your own tuxedo pants and shirt. $250

Gaston:
Shirt, vest, knickers $200

Dishes:
Glitter-dot dresses in purple, blue, pink, and aqua with fringe, matching dishes, coordinating half-skull feather headpieces. Set of eight (two of each color). $200 each

LeFou:
Plaid knickers, forest green Edwardian jacket with contrast cuffs. $200

Serving tables:
Wood-frame tables with lace overlays (not shown). Coordinating pin-stripe high-collared blouse with sequin trim, white dust caps, matching floor-length skirts used underneath and for finale. Set of 11. $200 each

Salt and pepper shakers:
Blue lame jump suits. Pill box hats. $100 each

Rugs (2)
Elegant fleur-de-lis brocade with tassels. $150 each

Tiered cakes with matching pillbox hats.
Glow-in-the-dark trim. Tights and turtlenecks not included. $400 each.